
EMPLOYENEUR

   

APPLY NOW  >

The term Employeneurship might sound unfamiliar. It’s because we

invented it. Not just as a word but as a way of working, a paradigm even.

Being an employeneur is much more than just working as a technical

consultant. This unique role gives you the opportunity to think and act

like an entrepreneur, with the security of employment. But more than

anything, it is a guarantee for continuous development and the

opportunity to really be responsible for the direction of your career.  

If you like to join TMC and drive your career to Employeneurship please apply

and we will contact you!  

DEVELOPING MORE THAN EXPERT KNOWLEDGE

Our unique Employeneurship model facilitates your development in the

broadest sense of the word. For starters, instead of sticking to one place

you get to work at various companies. All the while TMC remains your

home base with a smart coaching program. So while you hone your

‘hard’ technical expertise in a challenging series of projects, there is

ample opportunity to work on ‘soft’ aspects like personal skills.

STEADY GROWTH NEEDS SECURITY

At TMC you combine the security of a permanent contract with the

opportunities that entrepreneurship offers. With the insecurities of

running your own business out of the equation, you’ll have more energy

to focus on the job at hand and your longer-term aspirations. Making

time for professional and personal growth is a great investment.

A REWARDING MODEL

Speaking of investment: Entrepreneurship offers both a stable salary and

a reward for entrepreneurship. We are transparent about your project’s

costs and turnover and will share the profits with you. Your TMC contract

https://tmc-employeneurship.com/nl/identification?type=career&career=6704
https://tmc-employeneurship.com/nl/share-article/6704


is tailor-made and takes your personal wishes and preferences into

account. And to offer even more freedom of choice: in our Benefit Shop

you find extra flexibility (and fiscal advantages) regarding your fee.

EXPERTISE AREAS

Application Lifecycle Management | Big Data  | Chemical  | Civil

Engineering | Electronics  | Field Service  |  Industrial Automation  |

 International Site Management  |  Manufacturing Support  | Mechanical 

|  Mechatronics  |  Nanotechnology  | New Product Introduction  |

Physics  | Software  |  Technology Executives  | Test & Integration

LOCATIONS

Because we are an international company we can offer assignments in

different locations and countries. At this moment we have offices in The

Netherlands, Belgium, France, Spain en Italy. Our customers are situated

all over the world.

If you like to join TMC and drive your career to Employeneurship please apply

and we will contact you!  

LET YOUR NETWORK KNOW WHAT'S GOING ON. 
SHARE THIS VACANCY:

   

https://tmc-employeneurship.com/nl/share-article/6704

